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1 INTRODUCTION
MAIA is the multispectral camera that permits to acquire simultaneously high resolution images in different wavelenghts
in VIS and NIR region. It’s designed to be employed onboard remotely piloted aircraft systems, onboard aircrafts and it
has several terrestrial employments.
MAIA is based on an array of 9 sensors: one RGB and eight mono-chromatic sensors, each joined with band-pass filter
that limits precisely the radation detected. The sensitivity interval is from 390 nm to 950 nm, allowing to use the camera
in several applications in agriculture, industrial and environmental monitoring. Filters cover this whole interval and, on
request, it is possible to modify limits and characteristics depending on customer needs.
Sensors have 1.2 Mpixel resolution, generating a total resolution of 10.8 Mpixel, separated in bands. Sensors has
excellent performance in terms of sensitivity and it’s global shutter. All sensors shoot simultaneously. It follows that the
images could be acquired without any kind of gimbal, typically related to rolling shutter sensors, even at high flight
speed, and are adeguate for all those applications where high quality and radiometric precision are needed.
MAIA consent a fine regolation of all parameters related to acquisition of the images: from exposure time of each sensor
to the shoot frequency. Automatic configuration are suitable for common use.
Images are stored in an internal solid disk (SSD), without mechanic parts in movement and then with long-term
durability. Capacity is adeguate to save 10000 images. It is possible to save RAW images up to 12 bit, that allows to save
an excellent amount of informations, even for the most adavnced elaborations.
User can have access to the camera to configure parameters, to visualize in real-time the images during the acquisition
and download just saved ones in internal storage. For these purposes various interfaces are available: a control
keyboard, a HDMI output, a web panel, two inputs for remote controller. Web access is available both through a highspeed GigaEthernet connection, and through Wifi to connect PC, tablet or smartphone for an efficient use on the field.
MAIA can interact with other devices to embed informations acquired with the images:
 a GNSS receiver to geo-tag the images;
 a radio transmitter to send images to the user for a real-time valutation;
 a link to remote controller to set functiond during flight;
 a gimbal, that could interact with inertial sensor inside of the camera to keep balance during flight;
 some other devices that needs the signal of synchronization with the shot.
Optics are singularly calibrated geometrically and, using the professional stitching software of MAIA for the elaboration
of images, it is possible to correct geometrically the acquired images (undistortion) and to correlate for each shot the
frames of each band in a single multi-layer tiff with pxel-pixel correspondence (coregistration). Furthermore, the
software permits to apply a radiometric correction in different setting ways, and permits to calculate vegetational
indexes like NDVI, GNDVI, SAVI and some other specified by the user. It si possible to generate false-colour images,
multichannel images and it is possible to export images in formats that are accepted by common remote sensing
softwares and photogrammetric processing softwares. It i spossible to obtain, then, the multilayer georeferenced
orthophoto of the area, through the adjacent shots elaborated by the software.
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Fig. 1 Architecture of camera system and interfaces.

1.1 APPLICATIONS
 Agriculture
o precision farming
o mapping of vegetational indexes (NDVI, GNDVI, …)
o species identification
o biomass mapping
o valutation of health conditions of soil and crops
 Industry
o remote chemical imaging
o surface geological survey
o monitoring of industrial plants
 Environmental monitoring
o pollutants detection
o land classification

1.2 CONTENT OF PACKAGING
The packaging of the product includes:
1
1
1
1
1
1

MAIA – The multispectral camera
License code of image processing software
Cables kit
Power supply
User guide
Rigid suitcase for transport
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2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Direzione di volo

5

1

2

3

4

Fig. 2 Rear view (on the left) and front view (on the right) of the camera with controls, number of sensors and
recommended flight heading.
Number
1
2
3
4
5

Description
Control keyboard
Rapid access buttons; on/off, acquisition, Wifi channel
Menu control buttons
Status LED
Cover of interfaces connectors
Tab. 1 Elenco dei componenti sul lato posteriore
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2.1 CONECTORS AND INTERFACES
On the camera there are some connectors that permit to interact with it.
Connettore

Nome

Gigabit Ethernet

J1

Power

J2

IMU/GYRO

J3

Reserved

J4

Radio

J5

Serial and
synchronism

J6

HDMI

J7

Funzione
It’s a service interface that is not supposed to be active during the operations of flight.
It is useful to have access by broadband connection to the data stored in the internal
memory.
It’s the power connector of the camera. It is recommended to verify the correct polarity
applied to the cables and to check that tension is within the indicated limits, in order to
avoid permanent risks for the camera.
Onboard the camera a IMU/GYRO (MPU6000) is installed for the active stabilization of
the gimbal. Sensor is joined at the camera and powered, and its I2C channel inputs are
directly accessible from the exterior.
It’s a connector reserved to future uses. It’s supposed to be kept free.
It includes the two inputs where an external radio receiver send the received PWM
signals. Depending on the duration of signals, some events are generated, allowing the
operator to control some functions during the flight operations. Some pin are reserved
to future uses and they’re supposed to be kept free.
It includes the signals of synchronism (trigger in, strobe out) and the serial port where
to connect a GNSS receiver for images geotagging. The serial port can be configured as
RS-232 standard (EIA/TIA-232E and ITU V.28) or at 3.3V TTL levels. The configuration of
baud rate is automatic.
It’s a video output useful to visualize in an external monitor the images acquired by one
sensor at a time. Images intended to be saved in memory are sent to this output. It
follows that the frame rate is in compliance with the active acquisition modality and the
relative configuration. Resolution is FullHD. The menu, accessible by keyboard, and
some other useful informations, are displayed onscreen.
Tab. 2 Summary of connector and relative functions.

Fig. 3 Position of connectors and relative pinout.
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Nome
J1
J2
J3

J4

J5

J6

J7

Pin
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
1
2
3
4
5
6
-

Segnale
GigEthernet
Power IN
Power GND
MPU SCL
MPU SDA
GND
CH1
CH2
RADIO GND
Serial TX
Serial RX
Serial GND
Trigger
Strobe
GND
HDMI

Colore
Red
Black
Yellow
Blue
Black
Red
White
Green
Black
Green
Black
Blue
Yellow
Black
Green
Blue
Black
Yellow
Green
Black
-

Direzione
Pwr
Gnd
In
In
Gnd
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
Reserved
In
In
Gnd
Out
In
Gnd
In
Out
Gnd
-

Livello logico
9-26V
TTL 3.3V
TTL 3.3V
TTL 3.3V
TTL 3.3V
TTL 3.3V/RS-232
TTL 3.3V/RS-232
TTL 3.3V
TTL 3.3V
-

Funzione
Alimentazione
IMU/GYRO

-

RADIO

GNSS

SYNC I/Os
-

Tab. 3 Detailed summary of connectors pins and relative function. Pin with the sentence ‘Reserved’ has to be kept
disconnected.
Un kit cavi completo è fornito con la camera. Nel caso fosse necessario realizzare altre connessioni, utilizzare gli housing
Molex della serie Duraclik, secondo i part number della Tab. 4.
Connettore
J2
J3
J4
J5
J6

Part number
Molex 5023510200
Molex 5023510300
Molex 5023510400
Molex 5023510500
Molex 5023510600

Tab. 4 Connectors part number.
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2.2 OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
MAIA is based on an array of 9 sensors with the following characteristics:
 1 colours sensor (RBG Bayer pattern)
 8 mono-chromatic sensors in VIS-NIR range of sensitivity from 390 nm to 950 nm
Each sensor is 1280 x 960 pixels and each pixel is 3.75m x 3.75 m.
The mono-chromatic sensors are joined with a band-pass filter with the characteristics of Tab. 5 ad Fig. 4. Filters are not
supposed to be changed by the user but, on request, it’s possible to configure MAIA with an array of filters defined by
the customer.
Sensor
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8
S9

Start WL(nm)
395
455
525
580
630
705
750
825
-

Stop WL (nm)
450
520
575
625
690
745
820
950
-

CWL (nm)
422.5
487.5
550
602.5
660
725
785
887.5
-

FWHM (nm)
55
65
50
45
60
40
70
125
-

Colour
Purple
Blue
Green
Orange
Red
Red Edge
NIR 1
NIR 2
RGB

Tab. 5 Summary of optical bands detected by the sensors of MAIA.

Fig. 4 Sensitivity of optical bands. Sensitivity in this diagram is the product of the Quantum Efficiency of the sensor and
the transmittance of the filter.
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Each sensor has a fixed focus lens with:
Nominal focal lenght
7.5 mm
Aperture
f/#2.8
FOV
abouit 35° HFOV, 26° VFOV, 43° DFOV
Lens focus is adjusted in laboratory, not configurable by the user.
Focal lenght of the lens and sensor characteristics determine the field of view of the apparent size of the object in the
image. In particular, the ground sample resolution (GSD - Ground Sampling Distance) and the field of view (FOV) that
could be obtained dependign on the flight altitude (Altitude Above Ground Level – AGL) are shown in Tab. 6. It’s even
reported the resulting max speed of the rover or aircraft, such as not to generate images with motion blur, considering
passable a “drag” effect of 0.5 pixels. This last fact is reported for operator utility and it’s not a technical feature of the
product. The adeguate max speed af the aircraft has to be determined evaluating the wanted overlap between images
depending on the shooting frequency.
AGL
(m)

GSD
(mm/pixel)

FOV
(m2)

50
75
100
150
200
300
400

23
35
47
70
94
141
188

30 x 23
45 x 34
60 x 45
90 x 68
120 x 90
180 x 135
240 x 180

Max UAV speed
a esposizione 10ms
(m/s) – (km/h)
2.3 – 8.4
3.5 – 12.7
4.7 – 16.9
7.0 – 25.3
9.4 – 33.8
14.1 – 50.6
18.8 – 67.5

Max UAV speed
e esposizione 1ms
(m/s) – (km/h)
23 – 84
35 – 127
47 – 169
70 – 253
94 – 338
141 – 506
188 – 675

Tab. 6 Field of view, ground resolution and flight speed.

2.3 MECHANICAL DESIGN

Fig. 5 Mechanical design of the camera. Dimension in mm. Third angle projection.
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3 INTERFACING WITH THE CAMERA
The camera has several user interfaces for configuration of operating parameters:
 rapid access buttons
 control buttons for menu video
 web interface
 control from remote controller
Operations of the camera can be monitored by status led on the onboard-keyboard and through the overlay menu on
the video output.

3.1 QUICK ACCESS BUTTONS
Control keyboard allows to turn on/off of the Wifi channel, of the general system and on the acquistion.
Button

Function
POWER
Button for system on/off.
While the system is turned off, press for two seconds to turn it on.
While the system is turned on, press for four seconds to turn it off.
See the LED status section (§0) to find informations about status led in case of power on and off.
WiFi
Pression on the button active and disactive the Wifi channel of the camera.
Control could be limited by some events happening on the radio channels (§3.4).
See the LED status section (§0) to find informations about Wifi status led.

Shot
Pression on button makes the camera shoot one single shot. One single image is saved on the internal
memory of the camera, taken with the defined acquisition parameters.
Acq
Pression on the button starts/stops the acquisition, that is the saving on the internal memory of the
camera of the images taken by sensors with defined acquisition parameters. While acquisition is in
progress, some parameters are no longer changeable by the user.
Control could be limited by some events happening on the radio channels (§3.4).
Tab. 7 Functions of the quick access buttons.

3.2 BUTTONS OF VIDEO CONTROL MENU
The control keyboard of the camera allows to navigate in the video menu and to set some parameters.
Button

Function
OK
Confirm button.
It shows main menu and submenus. It confirms the selction of submenus.
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ESC
It returns to the main view, without confirming any selection of submenus.

UP/DOWN
Buttons for navigating menu and submenus.

Tab. 8 Funcions of buttons of video menu.

3.3 WEB INTERFACE
Web interface allows to control all acquisition parameters of the camera, it is, in fact, the control interface to choose
for the fine regulations of acquisition. L’interfaccia web permette di controllare tutti i parametri di acquisizione della
camera, ed è l’interfaccia di controllo da preferire per le impostazioni di fino dell’acquisizione. It is necessary to connect
to che camera via cable connection or via Wifi and then to have access through a web browser1 writing in the bar the IP
address of the camera. Following credential are requested to have access:
Username: operator
Password: operatorpsw
3.3.1

CABLE CONNECTION

The camera can be connected through an Ethernet cable to a LAN (through a web switch) or can be connected directly
in the Ethernet input of a computer. Default IP address of the camera, that have to be inserted in the address bar of the
browser to have access at the web interface, is 192.168.11.151. In order to have access to the camera, it is necessary
therefore to set the LAN which it have to be connected. If it’s connected directly to a computer, for example, it is
necessary to modify the network settings with these parameters:
 IP address: 192.168.11.xxx
 Gateway: 192.168.11.1
 Netmask: 255.255.255.0
From the web interface it is possible to modify the network parameters of the camera.
3.3.2

WIFI CONNECTION

The camera works as a Wifi hotspot which a system (PC, smartphone, tablet, …) can connect to. Always check that the
Wifi channel of the camera is on (you can see Quick access buttons and Status LED sections). Furthermore, verify that
the network Maia_xxxxxx is visible by the device in the available networks list, then connect (network password:
password). Once the camera is connected, the device receives the address 192.168.111.xxx, assigned to the camera.
The IP address of the camera, which has to be inserted in the address bar of the browser, is 192.168.111.1.

3.4 REMOTE CONTROL FROM RADIO CONTROLLER
Connecting a receiver for radio controller to the camera, it is possible to set functions by remote radio controller. This
function is useful to control some settings even during flight operations. Radio commands have priority over the
commands that come from other interfaces and block the settings until the deactivation by the Radio controller,
according the mode of operations described in §3.4.1 e §3.4.2.
The radio signal of radio controller is a radio frequency burst with TTL3.3V levels, period 20 ms (frequency 50 Hz) and
duration of high fase between 1 and 2 ms. As to be recognized as valid, the radio frequency burst must last at least 500

1

It is possible to use any updated and recent browser to coinfigure the camera. It is necessary to use Mozilla Firefox in Linux/Windows/Android, or
Bowser in iOS..
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ms. The kind of command received depends on the duration of the pulse captured in each channel, according the
following table:
Event
A
B
C
D

Min. duration of pulse (ms)
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75

Max duration of pulse (ms)
1.20
1.45
1.70
1.95

Tab. 9 Durations of the radio pulses and related event.
Period = 20 ms
Duration

Fig. 6 Temporal diagram of the radio frequency burst.
3.4.1

CH1 RADIO CHANNEL

Events captured on the CH1 activate/deactivate the acquisition of the camera. In “Continuous acquisition” mode, even
the interval of acquisition is set; in “External trigger” mode, the control permits only the activation/deactivation of
acquisition.
The interval of acquisition can be choosen among three available intervals, previously set in the Web interface. The
activation/deactivation of acquisition via radio controller inhibits the possibility to operate on that control from other
interfaces, as long as the radio channel is not released.
Event
Any -> no event
No event
A
B
C
D

Camera setting
It releases the lock of control for the other interfaces. The status of acquisition doesn’t change.
No changes for the status.
It deactivates the acquisition.
It activates the acquisition with the “Shot interval” 0
It activates the acquisition with the “Shot interval” 1
It activates the acquisition with the “Shot interval” 2
Tab. 10 Actions related to the events catured on CH1 channel.

3.4.2

CH2 RADIO CHANNEL

Events captured on the CH2 channel activate/deactivate the Wifi channel of the camera and permits to select the sensor
to visulize on the video (Web interface and/or video channel to the operator).
The activation/deactivation of the Wifi channel through Radio controller inhibits the possibility to operate on that
control from other interfaces as long as the radio channel is not released.
Event
Any -> no event
No event
A
B
C
B->A->B

Camera setting
It releases the lock of Wifi control for the other interfaces. The status of Wifi channel doesn’t
change.
No changes on the status
It deactivates the Wifi channel
It deactivates the Wifi channel
It activates the Wifi channel
It increases one by one the index of the visualized sensor; reached the number of sensors of
the camera, the index starts again from the first.
Tab. 11 Actions related to the events catured on CH2 channel.
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Status LED: the keyboard on board of the camera has 3 status leds, that give immediate informations about function
status.
3.4.3

WIFI LED

The Wifi LED gives informations about the status of the Wifi channel of the camera.
Camera status
Camera OFF
System launch in progress
Deactivated Wifi channel via Web interface/Quick access buttons
Deactivated (and blocked) Wifi channel via radio controller
Activated Wifi channel via Web interface/Quick access buttons
Activated (and blocked) Wifi channel via radio controller

LED status
OFF
Flashing green
OFF
Red ON
Flashing green
Flashing red

Tab. 12 Status of Wifi LED and related description.
3.4.4

POWER LED

The Power LED gives informations about the general status of the camera and about the activation/deactivation of
acquisition.
Camera status
Camera OFF
System launch in progress
System ready, deactivated acquisition via Web interface/Quick access buttons
Deactivated (and blocked) acquisition via radio controller
Activated acquisition via Web interface/Quick access buttons
Activated acquisition via radio controller
Single shot

LED status
OFF
Flashing green
Green ON
Red ON
Flashing green
Flashing red
Red pulse

Tab. 13 Status LED of Power LED and related description.
3.4.5

MEMORY LED

The Memory LED gives informations about the status of the internal memory of the camera.
Camera status
Camera OFF
System launch in progress
Free memory over the threshold defined by the user
Reached memory threshold defined by the user; exhausting memory
Exhausted memory; it’s no longer possible to acquire data

LED status
OFF
Flashing green
Green ON
Flashing Red
Red ON

Tab. 14 Status LED of Memory LED and related description.
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4 PARAMETERS SETTING
The acquisition parameters of MAIA can be set operating on three user interfaces:I parametri di acquisizione di MAIA
possono essere impostati operando su 3 interfacce utente:
 Web interface;
 Menu/control keyboard;
 Radio controller.
The main parameters that can be set are:
 acquisition mode (external aon trigger, continuous);
 exposition mode (automatic, manual);
 trigger (leading and trailing edges);
 strobe (activation, minimal duration);
 shot interval to use in the continuous acquisition (3 changeable values);
 exposition parameters (target value, exposure time of the sensors and max exposure time);
 file format (RAW12, RAW10, RAW8);
 sensor to forward in the video output;
 activation/deactivation of the video output;
 levels and parameters of the serial port (RS-232, 3.3 V TTL);
 threshold for the warning of the free space on internal memory;
 network settings (IP address).
Web interface permits the more complete control, and in this section both parameters and functions will be described
in detail. In the sections concerning the keyboard and the radio controller just the peculiar functionalities will be
explained, letting the user read the Web section for the common parts.

4.1 PARAMETERS SETTING FROM WEB INTERFACE
Web interface, accessible from browser as described in the Web interface section, is the preferential channel for
managing operative parameters, because it permits to have access at all settings of the camera. The access at the
interface requires the insertion of the following credentials:
Username: operator
Password: operatorpsw
Web interface is divided in several pages, each of them permits to operate on singular parameters of the camera.
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Fig. 7 Example of a screenview of the Web interface.
4.1.1

HOME

Main page of the interface. It permits to set basic functions or settings, like acquisition start/stop and visualized sensor.
There is a window where it is possible to see the image in live streaming (if the control Live view is activated).
Furthermore, there are a counter of the saved images during current acquisition (or referred to the last conducted) and
the residual memory.
4.1.2

ACQUISITION

It contains the controls for the procedure of acquisition. It is possible to set the trigger mode (continuous acquisition
and related period or external trigger), the parameters of the strobe signal and the threshold of memory occupation
that is signaled by the Memory LED. Furthermore, it is possible to select the file format in which file format (RAW8,
RAW10, RAW12) to save images.
The acquisition of the images is configurable depending on two modes:
 Extrenal trigger: camera acquires an image in correspondance with the leading or trailing edge (choosing one of
them) of the trigger signal. An eventual trigger signal that is received before the camera has been saving the
previous image will be ignored.
 Continuous: camera acquires images in a continuous way, along a fixed interval of shooting that can be set in the
interval between 1 sec – 100 sec. It is possible to set three predefined intervals and to commute one to another
while acquisition is in progress.
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ATTENTION: the max speed of shooting, both in trigger modality and continuous, is 1 frame per second for file format
RAW12/RAW10, and 2 frame per second for file format RAW8. If this speed would be exceeded, you can incurr in data
loss.
The start of acquisition is always linked to an event generated by the user, independently from the defined modality
and also if the trigger signal is always present on the related pin. The acquisition stops when memory is over or when
the user stops it.
The events that start/stop the acquisition are:
 Pression of the Acq button on the keyboard
 Signal on CH1 of the radio controller (see §3.4.1)
 Acquire button on the Web interface
In addition to the external trigger or continuous modalities, it is possible to acquire a single shot even pressing the Shot
button on the keyboard.
The camera can also generate a synchronism signal direct towards to external if the Strobe output is activated from
Web interface. In that case, at the beginning of the acquisition of each image, the camera takes to the upper level (or
lower, depending on the choice) the Strobe pin, for a duration that can be set by the user.
The allowed file formats are:
 RAW10 e RAW 12, corresponding to 10 and 12 bit per pixel in not comprimed RAW;
 RAW8, corresponding to 8 bit per pixel in not comprimed RAW.
All formats are lossless and the images of RGB sensor are always saved in 16 bit per pixel format cwith de-bayer 5-6-5.
The choice of a format instead of another is given to the user, that can evaluate considerations about the necessity to
have more detailed informations (RAW12 format) or use less space in internal memory (RAW8).
The name of the image file is generated automatically depending on an absolut progressive serial number and the date
and time of acquisition, according to the following code:
yyyymmddhhmmssfff_xx-pppp.raw
where:
yyyymmdd
date
year/month/day
hhmmssfff
time
hour/minute/second/millisecond in UTC time
xx
progressive serial number of acquisition, reset at 00 every time the camera is switched on
pppp
progressive serial number of the image
ATTENTION: The seconds of the shots are referred to UTC time, as well as the name and the time of saving of the file.
The UTC time is different from the local time depending on the time zone and on the legal time.
At every acquisition of an image, some informations, useful for the following processing, are saved:
1. Exposure time for each sensor;
2. Timestamp of the system at the shot moment;
3. Last GNSS data (time, position, speed, fix status) available at the shot moment.
These data are saved within every image as embedded data, then codified by processing software (see below). Data
related to timestamp and GNSS are also saved in log text file (if saving is activate in Interfaces panel), in order to
interpolate GPS positions depending on timestamp and then to define exact shot position. Positioning data saved for
each shot are the last valid data received BEFORE the start of exposition. Interpolation is possible because timestamp
of the shot is obtained from a synchronized clock within a few ms to UTC given by GNSS. The disponibility of GNSS data
assumes the a correct global positioning sensor is connected to the dedicated port of the camera.
4.1.3

EXPOSURE

This panel allows to check the exposition parameters of each sensor. The expected exposure modes are:
 Manual, with whom it is possible to set the exposure time of every single sensor in 0,1 ms ÷ 50 ms.
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 Automatic, with whom it is possible to set the expositon value for every sensor and an automatic algorythm will
set the necessary exposition time to reach, where it’s possible, that value. The exposition value is extimated as
average value of digital number on the entre frame. Automatic exposition requests a certain number of frames
for the convergence, that can not verify for some reasons related to illumination.
In Automatic mode, it is possible, to get more control, to select a max exposition, that can not be passed in the
automatic compute of exposition time.
Indipendently from the choosen modality, all sensors start exposition in the same moment, and the stop is based on
the exposition time applied to each sensor.
4.1.4

INTERFACES

The page permits to check the interfaces of the camera.
 GPS: activation/deacrivation of saving of log GPS, setting parameters of the serial port. There’s a feedback on
the status of the fix.
 VIDEO: activation/deactivation of the streaming on the HDMI video channel and choice of the visualized sensor.
 RADIO: activation/deactivation of the radio channel and feedback on the last received command.
4.1.5

NETWORK

It permits to set the network parameters of the camera.
 WiFi: activation/deactivation of the Wifi channel and setting of the network password.
 GigE: activation/deactivation of DHCP modality or manual setting of static settings.
The activation/deactivation of the Wifi channel is immediate after the control switch. Other settings must be confirmed
by pressing the related button GO!.
4.1.6

INFO

The page resumes some informations about the system: UTC date/time of the system, serial numebr, free internal
memory.

4.2 PARAMETERS SETTING FROM KEYBOARD/MENU
Control keyboard permits to set some parameters of acquisition without having access to the Web interface. The Quick
access buttons permit to check the status of acquisition and the activation of the Wifi channel (see §Errore. L'origine
riferimento non è stata trovata. for details). Menu control buttons are used to check the video menu, visible with a
screen connected to the HDMI port, and eventually on a screen on field using a video transmitter.
On the menu, it is possible to see main parameters of the camera, updated in real time:
 Index of input sensor (S1..S9)
 Status of acquisition (activated/deactivated)
 Selected shot interval (if continuous acquisition) or “trig” note (if external trigger acquisition)
 File format (RAW12/10/8)
 Free memory (0-120GB)
 Wifi status (on/off)
 Radio channels status
 Fix GNSS status Stato del FIX GNSS
 Images counter
Pressing the button ENTER gives access to the submenu, from which it is possible to set:
 Visualized sensor
 Manual/Automatic exposure
 File format
NOTE: while acquisition is in progress, it is not possible to modify the saving file format.
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To navigate in the submenu use the UP/DOWN buttons. The ENTER button confirms the selection, while the ESC button
returns to the main screenview.

Menu

Parameters

Fig. 8 Example of given image from camera with menu sections in overlay and visulized parameters.

Fig. 9 Menu with parameters cangeable by the keybard.

4.3 SETTING PARAMETERS FROM RADIO CONTROLLER
During flight it is possible to set some parameters by a radio controller. See the section Remote control by radio
controller (§3.4), where there is the description of setting parameters and the radio events that permits those settings.
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5 DOWNLOAD DATA
Images are saved in the internal memory of the camera, with 120 GB capacity. Each image has a size of 22 MB in RAW12
or RAW10 and 12 MB in RAW8 format. For every cicle of acquisition, if setting is activated, a log GPS is embedded that
contains GPS informations of each acquired image; the activation of that setting has to be executed from Web interface.
(Interfaces -> GPS log).
MAIA is managed as a network HD, and then it is accessible through the IP address of the camera (see the sections Cable
connection,Wifi connection). It is suggested to proceed with download data by a cable connection.

5.1 DOWNLOAD DATA FROM LINUX PLATFORM
From file manager go to the address “smb://192.168.11.151” and insert the access credentials of the Web interface
(operator; operatorpsw). Once obtained access, it is possible to manage the files as they are in an external HD.

5.2 DOWNLOAD DATA FROM WINDOWS PLATFORM
From file manager go to the address “\\192.168.11.151 “ and insert the access credentials of the camera of the Web
interface (operator; operatorpsw). Once obtained access, it is possible to manage the files as they are in an external HD.

5.3 NOTES
In the described procedures, it is used the LAN default address of the camera. Modify consequently if some modifies
have been introduced or if working via Wifi (address 192.168.111.1).
From file manager it is possible to delete data saved in the camera. ATTENTION: that operation is not reversible!
It is suggested to clean memory before a new cicle of acquisition, in order to avoid to reach the memory capacity during
flight operation.
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6 ACQUISITION PROCEDURE
It is here described a typical acquisition procedure, from the camera settings to the data download.

6.1 PRE-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
1. Positionate MAIA on the gimbal of the aircraft keeping optics looking towards the groud. The preferential
orientation of the camera is vicsible in Fig. 2.
2. Connect the power connector of the camera and other connectors like GPS, trigger, radio controller decoder, ecc
3. Turn on MAIA by POWER button. Wait until LEDs flashing for 15/20 seconds; the camera is ready when the
POWER LED is on and not flashing.
4. Get access to MAIA through Wifi (verify that Wifi channel is activated) or LAN for the control of shot 2 parameters
and exposition, of the space in memory, of the correct operation of GPS if it’s connected.
5. Visualize the status of main parameters, the live image of a sesor at a time, on a screen connected to the HDMI
port.
6. If necessary, clean memory of the camera.
7. Disconnect from MAIA and activate Wifi channel (if enabled).
8. Press acquisition button; MAIA start to shoot and save images on the internal memory.
9. Conduct flight.

6.2 FLIGHT OPERATIONS
1. During the flight, MAIA acquire images until memory is exhausted or until explicit command of stopping
acquisition (by radio controller).
2. Conduct operations with radio controller to change functions of MAIA during the flight (see section Remote
control from radio controller).

6.3 POST-FLIGHT OPERATIONS
1. Stop the acquisition by pressing Acq button.
2. Data check of acquired images via LAN o via Wifi (channel has to be re-activated)
3. Download of acquired data and cleaning of memory in case of free space wasn’t enough to conduct other
acquisitions. It is recommended to transfer the data to a PC after every acquisition flight. It is suggested to use
the Ethernet port to download the data.

6.4 NEW ACQUISITION
For another acquisition flight follow the instruction in the section above Pre-flight operations:
 from point 6 if it is not necessary to change parameters of MAIA
 from point 4 it it is necessary to change parameters of MAIA

2

ATTENTION: the max speed of shot, both in trigger mode and continuous, is 1 frame per second for images in RAW12 and RAW10 format, and 2
frame per second for image in RAW8 format. If this speed would be overpass, this may cause a loss of data.
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7 IMAGES PROCESSING SOFTWARE
This section describes the use of the images processing software given with the camera. It is a professional software for
geometric correction, the coregistration and the radiometric correction of the multispectral images in RAW format
taken by MAIA, with a tool for the creation of indexes (for example, NDVI) and the generation of false-colour images.

7.1 STARTING PANEL
After the launch of the software, and once insert the activation code received (only at fist access), the screenview of
starting panel will be visualized (Fig. 10) swith the buttons that permit to have access to four main functions:
 “Create M-Layer Tiff”: to correct and coregistrate the RAW images and to create the exportable dataset of multitiff images (see section 7.2)
 “Create View”: to create false-colour images from the multi-tiff (see section 7.3)
 “Create Index Image”: to create index images from the multi-tiff image (see section 7.4)
 “Preview”: to visualize in preview the channels of multi-tiff (see section 7.5)

Fig. 10 Starting panel of images processing software.

7.2 CREATE M-LAYER TIFF MENU
By clicking the button “Create M-Layer Tiff” it is possible to have access to the menu of
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Fig. 11 where, through correction processes selectable by the user, it will be possible to create the exportable dataset
of multi-tiff images. The correction processes are:
A. Geometric correction and generation of “undistorted” images through calibration parameters included within
every sensor (enabled in presence of tick, otherwise disabled).
B. Coregistration (or Stitching), depending on a reference image, for the images stitching of each band with pixelpixel convergence (enabled in presence of tick, otherwise disabled).
C. Radial Radiometric correction: it will be active with the tick and it corrects the border effects of the image
(usually darker pixels) due to lens curvature.
D. Radiometric correction, based on the following selectable options in the field “Radiometric”:
1. “WHITE”
Based on reference white (or any colour) target where it is possible to have values
of specific reflectance for each band
2. “MANUAL”
Based on reference white (or any colour) target whom it is possible to have values
of specific reflectance for each band, but when this was not correctly framed in the centre of reference
image.
3. “SENSOR”
Based on incident light sensor (when present).
4. “AUTO”
Relative automatic procedure.
5. “NONE”
No radiometric correction will be conducted.
Radiometric correction options are described in detail in the following sections.
With the tick on Radiometric correction, only the GPU will be used for the compute of geometric correction
and for the generation of “undistorted” image.
It was decided to give to the user freedom to select every possible combinations of correction procedure (see Tab. 15),
even if all of combinations don’t generate significant results. For example, creating indexes from just one radiometric
correction without any geometric correction or any coregistration with pixel-pixel convergence will give absolutely false
results.
C

B
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NO

NO

 
YES

Utility’

Indexes validity

Reference image folder

Generated folder name

Radial radiometric
correction
radiale

Radiometric correction

Coregistration
(Stitching pixel-pixel)

Undistortion
(Geometric correction)

Option

Fig. 11 “Create M-Layer Tiff” menu.

YES

Extraction of raw multi-layer images from RAW images
Photogrammetric processing for single band with undistorted
images and possibility to apply customized models of
radiometric correction.
Radiometric correction with other softwares
photogrammetric processing with coregistered
undistorted multi-layer images.

Radiometric correction for each band. Possibility of using
geometric calibration parameters of the optics (beside
requested) in other softwares.
Photogrammetric and radiometric processing for each band
with undistorted images.
Creation of models, orthophotos and indexes.

Tab. 15 Available combinations of processing parameters.
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7.2.1

RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION THROUGH REFLECTANCE TARGET

The workflow of radiometric correction through reflectance target is shown below.

1

2
3

4
Fig. 12 Options and workflow for radiometric correction through reflectance target.
1. Select from menu “Radiometric” the “WHITE” option.
2. Select the RAW reference image of white target (or any other colour) in the field “White paper image”.
3. Change the default reflectance coefficients (if known), that are editable after the choice “WHITE”, with ones
reported in the target calbration certificate. If they are not known, and if there is no spectrometer to determine
them, keep the default values using a white target.
4. Pressing “RUN” will launch the processing; the software will generate, within the folder that contains the
dataset of RAW images, a folder named “geom+stitch+radio+radial” (the name of the generated folder is based
on the enabled corrections, see Tab. 15) with the corrected multi-tiff images inside. Furthermore, it will be
generated a second folder named “stitch” (if coregistration i senabled, see Tab. 15) that contains the
parameters and the reference image related to stitching with pixel-pixel convergence.
7.2.2

RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION THROUGH REFLECTANCE TARGET BUT NOT CORRECTLY FRAMED

The workflow to apply the radiometric correction through reflectance target, but when this is not correctly framed in
the centre of the image with a coverage area of 300 x 200 pixel, is shown below.
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3
1

4
2

5
Fig. 12a Options and workflow fo rradiometric correction with reflectance target but not correctly framed.
1. Select from menu “Radiometric” the “MANUAL” option.
2. Change the default reflectance coefficients (if known), that are editable after the choice “MANUAL”, with ones
reported in the target calbration certificate. If they are not known, and if there is no spectrometer to determine
them, keep the default values using a white target.
3. Insert the exposition values used for each band of the image that contains the target. This values are on top on
the right visualizing the RAW image in the function Preview (see section 7.5) and scrolling all bands with the
arrows that are situated above the image.
4. For each band insert a coefficient calculated this way:
 Average DN / 256 for 8bit images;
 Average DN / 1024 for 10bit images;
 Average DN / 4096 for 12bit images.
5. Average DN is the average value of digital number measured for all pixel that are contained in the reference
target. Thi measure has to be done for each band of the image where the target is not correctly framed. To
execute this measure it is necessary to extract the multi-layer tiff of the image where the target it’s framed,
then to save it and managing it in some image-processing software (like Photoshop or GIMP, ecc). At this point,
with the appropriate tools of these software, it is necessary to evaluate the average DN of all those pixels that
are contained in the target (not correctly) framed. This operation needs to be executed for each of 9 bands.
6. Start the compute processing of images correction for all the images with the button “RUN”. The process is
applied to all RAW images that are contained in the selected folder in the “IMAGES” slot.
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7.2.3

RELATIVE AUTOMATIC RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION

In order to apply the relative automatic radiometric correction, it is assumed that the acquisition was executed without
references, in a relatively short time during the source of light can be considered fairly constant.

1
2
3
4
5

6
Fig. 13 Options and workflow of radiometric correction with automatic processing.
1. Select from menu “Radiometric” the “AUTO” option.
2. Select “Light type” “FLAT” or “SUN” depending on the type of existing light at the moment of acquisition (FLAT
in presence of white diffuse light or in lab with flat spectrum sources of light, SUN in case of sunny days).
3. Select in “Average on” “ORTHO” or “SINGLE” depending on the type of use of processed images (ORTHO in
case that images will be used all together in photogrammetric processing, SINGLE in case that every single
multispectral image will be used for single evaluations).
4. Select in “Coefficient” the multiplicative constant coefficient to apply at DN of every pixel. This multiplicative
parameter has to be choosen depending on the typology of the object and on the coefficient used to generate
the automatic exposition.
A good compromise is to use as parameter the result of the following division: 1 / exposition coefficient.
For example:
coeff_exp = 0.2
parameter = (1 / 0.2) = 5.
To make the choice of the correct multplicative coefficient, in order to avoid the saturation or the loss of
dynamics in the DN of images, it is suggested, before launching the radiometric correction, to analyze some
sample acquisition in the bands that have more reflectance (less exposure time) for the object to evaluate.
Example A
Object to evaluate: corn field.
Distribution of the object in the frame: > 50%
Band that presents more reflectance: B7 (750-820 nm)
Automatic exposure coefficient: 0.2 -> it means, for example for 8bit images, that the sensor shutter, for each
of 9 bands, remains open as long as the average DN of pixels is (255 x 0.2) = 51.
Analyzing the DN of pixels of corn before the correction (Fig. 14), it’s showing that their value is in 60/70,
considering that before the radiometric correction the rumour value of black is subtracted (about 8% for 8bit,
that is (255 x 0.08) = 20), the average DN of corn object before the multiplicative parameter is (60/70 / 20) =
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40/50, that is a value that can be multiplied for 5 (1 / 0.2 = 5) without risk of saturation (200/250 on 255 max
for 8bit images). See the result of radiometric correction with multiplicative parameter defined at 5 (Fig. 14).
The evaluations about the choice of parameter has to be conducted in the band with the lower exposure time
(more reflectance) for the object considered, because it will be the one that in the correction will have the
normalization parameter (result from quantum efficiency of the sensor, trnasmittance of filters, band width,
exposure time) closer to 1.
Example B
Object to evaluate: rice field.
Distribution of the object in the frame: < 15%
Band that presents more reflectance: B7 (750-820 nm)
Automatic exposure coefficient: 0.2
Analyzing the DN of pixels of rice before the correction (Fig. 14), it’s showing that their value is in 85/125,
considering that before the radiometric correction the rumour value of black is subtracted (about 8% for 8bit,
that is (255 x 0.08) = 20), the average DN of rise object before the multiplicative parameter is 65/105 that
consents, in order not to saturate the image, a maximum multiplicative constant value of 2.5 (Fig. 14).
Taking as reference for example the vegetation, where the bands with more reflectance are those of infrared
(in particular B7, B8) the evaluation to do for the multiplicative parameter depends on the percentage of
vegetational coverage.
Example B

After the correction

Before the correction

Example A

Fig. 14 Examples of images with and without radiometric correction.
5. Select in “Minimum exp. Time” the minimum exposure time that the acquisition must have for the radiometric
correction processing. That’s a useful parameter for discarding those acquisition that, containing areas with big
(in proportions of the image) light and bright objects , or containing parts of sky due to rapid movements of the
aircraft, could disrupt the dynamics of of remaining dataset, leading the process of normalization to too high
division values. The result will be that the acquisitions to discard will be pushed to saturation keeping the
dynamics in those one that are object of evaluation of the survey. In order to estimate the parameter to insert
it needs to watch some “preview” of the object in nadiral frame at the right operative altitude and to read the
relative exposure time for each band (see Fig. 18, central panel beside photo name / sensor “Exp=…”): select
the minimum and utilize it as parameter.
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6. Start the compute processing of correction for all images with the button “RUN”. The process will apply to all
RAW images that are contained in the selected folder in the “IMAGES” slot.
7.2.4

EXAMPLE OF CREATION OF MULTI-LAYER TIFF

In Fig. 15 it is reported as example the result of compute of index NDVI on a real image, using all correction combinations
Tab. 15. It’s shown that the one solution that brings no errors is the one that utilize all corrections (geometric,
coregistration, radiometric, radial radiometric, Fig. 15 - Foto 6).
7.2.5

TIPS FOR A CORRECT DATA PROCESSING

 Select the datasets discarding the non-significative acquisition (example: take-off and landing shots, border zones
shots).
 In case of automatic relative radiometric correction, it is suggested to limit in terms of time the datasets in order
to avoid big differences of intensity in the lightning source.
 In case of using a calibration target, conduct a calibration before every flight to which refer the relative dataset.
It is recalled that for the acquisition of the reference target it is necessary that this is uniformly enlightened from
the light source without any shadow generated by the operator, by the lifter or by any other external object;
each sensor needs to have the central part of the frame covered by the target (the processing software computes
the average of values within the central rectangle of 300 x 200 pixels respecting of sensor size of 1280 x 960
pixels.
 For a correct pixel-pixel convergence and coregistration between the bands, dataset has to be selected
depending the altitude, that means that if the survey is conducted at different altitudes for problems related to
morphology of terrain or other acquisition factors, it is suggested to divide it in areas that present altitudes more
or less similar (a difference in 15/20% is not significant). This expedient comes from the fact that every
transformation is valid if the scale of the image remains constant. It is possible to compute a transformation for
each image but the processing time would be intolerable.
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RGB image (Photo 1)

GEOM + STITCH + RADIAL correction (Photo 3)
 Index value not correct

GEOM + RADIO +RADIAL correction (Photo 5)
 Overlay band not correct.
 Generation of lines and shadows that not exist.

GEOM + RADIAL correction (Photo 2)
 Index value not correct

RADIO + RADIAL correction (Photo 4)
 Overlay band not correct.
 Generation of lines and shadows that not exist.

GEOM + STITCH + RADIO + RADIAL correction (Photo 6)
 Indice geometricamente e radiometricamente
corretto.

Fig. 15 Example result of the multi-layer tiff creation.
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7.3 CREATE VIEW MENU
This menu consents, from multi-tiff images (see section 7.2), to generate false-colour images, multi-channel images with
a specific selectable number of bands and single images in greyscale with the choice of bands.

1
2

a
b
3

4

c

5
Fig. 16 “Create View” menu.
The workflow for the generation of an image is the following:
1) Select in “IMAGES” the path of the folder that contains the multi-tiff images.
2) Select in “OUTPUT” the path of he folder wher to positionate the RGB images or the greyscale image generated.
3) Select among “RGB (False Color)” or “Multichannel” or “Greyscales” by clicking on the relative button.
4) Select the specific bands to generate the false-colour image or multichannel or greyscales in correspondance
with the Tab. 16.
5) Launch the process by clicking on the button “RUN”.
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9-R
10 - G
11 - B

Band (nm)
395-450
455-520
525-575
580-625
630-690
705-745
750-820
825-950
RGB sensor
RGB sensor
RGB sensor

Colour
Purple
Blue
Green
Orange
Red
Red Edge
NIR 1
NIR 2
Red
Green
Blue

Tab. 16 Indexes and realtive bands for the creation of images.
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R=7, G=5, B=3

R=8, G=7, B=5
Fig. 17 Examples of false-colour images.
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7.4 CREATE INDEX IMAGE MENU
Questo menù consente, partendo da immagini multi-tiff, di generare sia immagini a 8 che a 32 bit contenti per ogni pixel
il valore dell’indice ricercato corrispondente (operazioni attraverso raster calculator).

1
2

3
4

5

Fig. 18 Creazione di Indici per raster calculator.
Il flusso per la creazione dell’immagine con indice, attraverso un raster calculator, è il seguente:
1) Selezionate in “IMAGES” il path della cartella contenente le immagini multitif.
2) Selezionate in “OUTPUT” il path della cartella dove posizionare le immagini degli indici a 8 e 32 bit generate.
3) Cliccate il pulsante “NDVI” o “GNDVI” per fare comparire nella finestra editabile l’equazione corrispondente (di
default compare quella relativa all’indice NDVI).
4) Modificate a piacere l’equazione all’interno della finestra per ricercare l’indice di interesse, se differente da quelli
di default, con riferimento alla Tab. 17.
5) Lanciate processamento cliccando “RUN”.
Variabili
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Banda (nm)
395-450
455-520
525-575
580-625
630-690
705-745
750-820
825-950

Colore indicativo
Viola
Blu
Verde
Giallo / Arancione
Rosso
Rosso scuro
NIR 1
NIR 2

Tab. 17 Variabili da utilizzare nelle formule.
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7.5 MENU PREVIEW
Questo menù consente, in tempo reale, la visualizzazione diretta delle immagini RAW e quindi l’analisi qualitativa a
schermo delle acquisizioni effettuate sulle varie bande senza la necessità di processamenti.
E’ un menù particolarmente utile per la scrematura iniziale del dataset acquisito e per il corretto dimensionamento del
parametro di tempo minimo di esposizione da utilizzare nel processamento radiometrico automatico relativo.
1) Dal pannello principale di Fig. 10 Cliccate il pulsante “Preview”.
2) Indicate la cartella contenente il dataset RAW acquisito.
3) Comparirà la schermata con l’immagine delle bande RGB (S9) della prima acquisizione RAW.
4) La navigazione per banda S1-S9 (Tab. 18) avviene cliccando le freccie a schermo.
5) La navigazione per acquisizione RAW avviene con le freccie DX/SX da tastiera.
Sensore
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Banda (nm)
395-450
455-520
525-575
580-625
630-690
705-745
750-820
825-950

Colore indicativo
Viola
Blu
Verde
Giallo / Arancione
Rosso
Rosso scuro
NIR 1
NIR 2

Tab. 18 Corrispondenza tra indice del sensore e banda.

Banda selezionata
Nome file
Pulsante decremento banda
20160802081212012_00-00000_S1

Tempo di esposizione
Pulsante incremento banda
EXP: 0.950ms

Fig. 18 Immagine preview con tasti di navigazione.
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8 SPECIFICHE TECNICHE
Field
Optics

Value
Sensitivity interval

VIS-NIR: 390nm to 950nm
Sensor
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S7
S8

Exposure

Acquisition

File format

Memory

Embedded data

Interfaces

Wavelenght (nm)
395-450
455-520
525-575
580-625
630-390
705-745
750-820
825-950

Lens
Focal lenght
Open
FOV
Type

Fixed focus
7.5 mm
f/#2.8
35° HFOV; 26° VFOV; 43° DFOV
Manual
Automatic
Automatic based on Max Time Exposure
Start
Simultaneous for each sensor
Exposure time
0.1ms-50ms - Typical 1ms
Type
Single shot
Continuous with external trigger
Continuous at fixed-time interval
Max frame rate
3 frames/sec with RAW 10bit and RAW 12bit;
6 frames/s with RAW 8bit
File format
RAW 8bit
RAW 10bit
RAW 12bit
Type
Internal SSD
Capacity
120GB (standard); 250GB; 500GB (on demand)
Image size
21.2 MByte in RAW10 e RAW12
11.8 MByte in formato RAW8
Exposure time for each sensor.
Timestamp at the shot time.
Time, position, speed, fix GNSS.
Gigabit Ethernet.
WiFi in Hot Spot by DHCP server.
Serial for GNSS (level RS-232, 3.3V TTL)
Synchro input – Trigger (3.3V TTL)
Synchro output – Strobe (3.3V TTL)
Video-output
2 channels PWM input from radiolink (3V3 TTL)
IMU/GYRO connection
3 leds for events and status
Keyboard with 8 function buttons
All 3.3V input can tolerate 5V
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Configuration

RAW images processing
software

Physical Characteristics

Power

Environmental conditions

EOPTIS SRL / SAL ENGINEERING SRL

Web interface from Ethernet or Wifi
Video input with on-screen text + keyboard
Radiolink input
Professional software for elaborating multispectral images:
- tiff multi-layer extraction;
- geometrical correction (undistortion);
- pixel-pixel stitching;
- radiometric correction (manual, auto, white);
- radiometric radial correction;
- index images creation (NDVI, GNDVI);
- band math (raster calculator);
- false-color images creation;
- multichannel images creation;
- mono-chromatic images creation;
- preview of raw dataset.
Width 99 mm
Height 129 mm
Depth 47 mm
Fixing 4 fixing holes M3x0.5-6H
Weight 420 g
Tension
From +9VDC to +26VDC
Consumption
~7.5W typ.
800mA a 9V (1.5A picco)
Temperature
0 °C to 40 °C; 32 °F to 104 °F
Temp. of storage 0 °C to 60 °C; 40 °F to 140 °F
Humidity
20%-80% RH non-condensing
Protection class IP50 secondo la IEC-60529
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9 TERMS OF LICENCE
The entire software system, both the one onboard of the system and the image-processing one, is not sold but given in
end user licence from Eoptis and SAL Engineering, depending on the following conditions:
 It is forbidden to disassemble and decompile the software, to join or combine it with other software, conduct on
it operations of reverse engineering, to copy it, to translate it, to adeguate it and it is forbidden to hand it out
in any ways.
 The software is given in user licence on a non-exclusive, non-trasferable basis, for a single user and only for the
purpose planned for the product that follows.
 The sodtware is given as-is and, despite the efforts we have put in its creation and despite cares given to tests,
there’s no warranty on the right operation. Eoptis and SAL Engineering are not holding them accountable to
customers or to third parts for any direct or indirect damage or disadvantage, loss of incomings, revenues,
profits, contracts, business opportunities, or other commercial advantages related to the use of the software
and of the MAIA camera.
Breach of these requirements nullify the right to use of the onboard software and of the image-processing software.

CREDITS

The image-processing software of the MAIA images was carried out by 3DOM – 3D Optical Metrology unity, in FBK –
Fondazione Bruno Kessler.
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10 REVIEWS LIST
Version
Rev.0.01
Rev.1.00

Date
08.2016
09.2016

Rev.1.01
Rev.1.02

02.2017
03.2017

Notes
Introductory release.
Integration of user guide of image processing software..
Upgrade of sections and more detailed descrpition of characterisitcs.
Upgrade of specifications, and terms of licence.
Upgrade of specifications and upgrade of descriptions of software to V. 1.1.3.
Upgrade of specifications and upgrade of descriptions of software to V. 1.1.7.
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